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## FINAL SURPLUS LIST

### 50 Fine Dahlias at HALF PRICE while they last

**Name of Variety | Type | Color | Size | Regular price | Our price**
---|---|---|---|---|---
AZURINA | Decorative | Lavender-blue | 5"-7" | $1.50 | 75c
AMUN RA | Decorative | Orange-bronze | 6"-8" | 75c | 35c
BIG TRAIN | Decorative | Chamois-rose | 7'-8" | $5.00 | 25c
BERTHA BUTTERFIELD | Decorative | Yellow | 5"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
BARBARA REDFERN | Decorative | Rose and gold | 6"-8" | $3.50 | 1.50
CHERIES PURITY | Decorative | Ivory white | 6"-8" | $3.50 | 1.50
CALVIN COOLIDGE, JR. | Decorative | Pink | 6"-7" | $1.50 | 75c
CHARLOTTE LA FRENZ | Decorative | Gold and Apricot | 6"-8" | $1.50 | 75c
MY MARIA | Decorative | Pink and Ivory | 7"-8" | $7.50 | 1.50
ROMAN EAGLE | Decorative | Golden-bronze | 6"-9" | $1.50 | 75c
MRS. E. L. LINDSAY | Decorative | Red and Gold | 6"-7" | 75c | 35c
MRS. E. C. KUSTERER | Decorative | Salmon-yellow | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
MY MARYLAND | Semi-cactus | Dark Red | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
EMMA MARIE | Semi-cactus | Pink and White | 5"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
FAIR ELAINE | Semi-cactus | Pale Rose | 7"-8" | $1.00 | 50c
FAITH GARRALD | Decorative | Rose | 6"-8" | $1.00 | 50c
GRANDOLA | Decorative | Golden-orange | 5"-7" | $2.00 | 1.00
HATHOR | Decorative | Orange-flame | 6"-6" | $2.00 | 1.00
JERSEY’S EMPRESS | Decorative | Deep Violet | 5"-8" | $1.50 | 75c
JERSEY’S RADIANT | Semi-cactus | Pale Orange | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
JERSEY’S MASTERPIECE | Decorative | Buff-pink and gold | 6"-9" | $5.00 | 2.50
JESSIE K. PRESCOTT | Decorative | Orange Shades | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
JUDGE PARKER | Decorative | Deep Buff | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
KALIF | Semi-cactus | Bright Red | 6"-7" | $2.00 | 75c
LAVANDULA | Decorative | Lavender | 7"-9" | $2.50 | 1.25
MARIPOSA | Semi-cactus | Orchid-pink | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
MARIAN BROOMALL | Semi-cactus | Pink and White | 6"-8" | $2.00 | 1.00
MOMOUTH SUNRISE | Decorative | Golden Yellow | 6"-7" | $1.50 | 75c
MYRA VALENTINE | Decorative | Salmon-bronze | 5"-7" | $2.50 | 1.25
M.Y. MARYLAND | Semi-cactus | Pink and Ivory | 7"-8" | $2.50 | 1.25
MRS. E. C. KUSTERER | Decorative | Salmon-yellow | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
PEGGY ROWLAND | Decorative | Rose-red and Gold | 6"-8" | $1.50 | 75c
PRIDE OF CALIFORNIA | Decorative | Bright Red | 6"-7" | $2.50 | 1.25
REY, H. C. DYER | Decorative | Deep Yellow | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
ROCKY EDGE | Decorative | Rich Yellow | 7"-8" | $1.50 | 75c
ROMAN EAGLE | Decorative | Golden-bronze | 6"-8" | $1.50 | 75c
DOUGLAS | Semi-cactus | Dark Red | 6"-7" | $1.00 | 50c
SUSAN G. TEVIS | Decorative | Deep Buff | 6"-7" | 75c | 35c
SANDHICAN DELICE | Decorative | True Pink | 6"-7" | $3.00 | 1.50
SUSAN G. TEVIS | Decorative | Deep Lilac | 6"-7" | $1.50 | 75c
SIDNEY B. MITCHELL | Decorative | Deep Rose-red | 6"-8" | $1.00 | 50c
SYLVIA DICKEY | Decorative | Rose and White | 5"-6" | $1.50 | 75c
TENOR ALVAREZ | Decorative | Lavender and Maroon | 4"-6" | $5.00 | 2.50
WARREN G. SEIPP | Cactus | Red | 5"-6" | $1.50 | 75c
YELLOW BIRD | Decorative | Rich Yellow | 6"-7" | $3.00 | 1.50

**TERMS OF SALE**
Cash with order.

All quotations on this list are strictly net.
No order accepted for less than $2.50.

Note: Varieties marked (X) limited to one to an order, others on list to three.

**GUARANTEE**
Same as Regular List.

**NOTE**
This list cancels all previous Surplus Listings and Prices.

All quotations subject to stock on hand.

---
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